The first book report is a written report based on one of the books that is chosen by the tutor.

Students, remember to write clear and detailed sentences so that your listeners will be able to see a vivid picture in their minds of the book you read. Be sure that your information is correct and presented in a logical order.

**What do you put in a fiction book report?**

Write about each item using complete sentences.

You must always have the following:

- **Title** (Use capitals and underline or type in *italics.*)
- **Author** (Use capitals.)
- **Genre** (Examples include fiction, nonfiction, biography, mystery)
- **Characters** (Tell who the book is about. Describe and tell a little about each main person.)
- **Setting** (Describe the time and place the book happens.)
- **Problem** (Use several sentences to tell what the characters’ main problem is. Use several sentences to tell some of the things they try in order to solve the problem. Use words like *first, next,* and *then* to show the sequence of events.)
- **Good Part** (Describe a part of the book you liked.)
- **Reading Level** (Tell whether you thought the book was hard, medium, or easy and why.)
- **Recommendation** (Suggest who else would like to read it.)

Your tutor has provided a good prewriting organizer to help you write your report.